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The last three months seem
to have been quiet on the
caving front.  However there
appears lots on the horizon
for the coming spring and
summers months with trips to
Scotland and France in the
pipeline.  

The report in this journal
from our tackle officer makes
worrying reading.  It is terri-
ble to think we may have a
thief in our midst, however, I
believe it is more likely just a
few members taking the priv-
iledge of an open tackle store
one step too far.  Please lets
not have to go back to the
days of a locked tackle store
and having to book out tack-
le with a committee member.
Everyone benefits from open
access to ladders and rope
but with priviledge comes
responsibility.

I was saddened to hear of
the death of Colin Pryer in
Low Birkwith last month.  On
behalf of all club members I
send our condolences to his
family and partner Gemma.

Keep on sending in your
reports and articles.
Remember it doesn’t have to
be a thousand word essay
just a few words and a pic-
ture of what you’ve been
upto.

Thanks,

Jonathan

Cover
Picture

Gouffre de Reveillon nr.
Gramat, Lot. 

Spot Andy Chell standing on
a boulder on the left hand
side of the entrance to this
cave.  This should give an
idea of the proportions of this
massive cave entrance. 

Photo:Russ (CO) Brooks

Next Journal

No committee corner this
time as between us Maurice
and I have featured all the
current members of the com-
mitte at some point.  Perhaps
it may be time for some fresh
faces?

The deadline for the next
Journal will be Friday 3rd
June.  All material welcome
preferably in electronic for-
mat, although not essential.
E-mail to editor@wessex-
cave-club.org. Or post to 

WCC Editor
8 Barrington Place

Shepton Mallet
BA4 5GH
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Club News

News Items in Brief

Bridge Cave and Little Neath River Cave in S. Wales are
currently closed while H&S problems are sorted out.  Please
do not try for access.

The Eco anchor on Swildon's Hole 20ft pitch has been
replaced.  The old anchor took a lot of removing, so it begs
the question, was it really unsafe in the first place?

UBSS and English Nature have gated the end part of
Aveline's Hole, to protect the supposed mesolithic scratch-
ings on the wall.  The notice behind the grille about it being
illegal to bother bats is therefore a red herring.  Since the
'engravings' remained un-noticed for over 200 years, and sur-
vived undamaged in that time, they are obviously not easy to
spot, and one cannot help wondering how many people
would actually find them, even if they looked.  And how many
of those would be tempted to vandalise them?  It seems like
a sledgehammer to crack a nut, particularly as there are sim-
ilar engravings in Goatchurch Cavern which are not being
similarly protected.  Of course, were Goatchurch access to be
denied to the thousands who visit the cave, there would be an
outcry, whereas the loss of part of Aveline's is no big deal (or
is it?)  However, it will be interesting to discover how easy it
will be for genuine cavers to gain access to this site.

Phil Hendy

Congratulations to Kate Lavender and John Duncan who
were married in St Patrick's Church, Patterdale in the Lakes
on Saturday 2nd April.                                Photo Jo Wisely

Missing & Stolen Tackle.
A large quanity of tackle is
currently missing from the
tackle store.  Recently a
batch of seven new tethers
made by the tackle officer
where placed in the store
only to be found missing,
presumed stolen, the NEXT
morning.

It appears some members
selfishly feel it is their right to
maintain a private tackle
store stocked with club
equipment. 

For the record any tackle
removed from the tackle
store must be booked out in
the log book.  In future any
tackle found missing from the
store and not booked out will
be regarded as stolen.

All members are reminded
that we are in the fortunate
position of being one of the
few clubs in the country that
allow all members open
access to the club tackle.
However the club cannot
continue to sustain these
repeated losses so please
play by the rules.

John “Tommo” Thomas

Taking club tackle abroad

Members are also reminded
that permission is to be sort
from the Tackle Officer
before taking club tackle
abroad.  This is so that some
attempt can be made at
retaining sufficient tackle in
the store for those who are
not so lucky as to be travel-
ling.
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Club News cont....

Committee News

Community Amateur Sports Club (CASC) Update.
The Committee has to decided to start the process of applying for CASC status.  Please note
this does not prejudge the AGMs decision.  The Club will only become a CASC if the AGM
votes in favour.  As you might recall from the article distributed with the September 2004
Journal, CASC status gives us some benefits.  Notably mandatory 80% rate relief and Gift Aid
making any donation to the club worth 28% more.  Further detailed information is available at
www.inlandrevenue.gov.uk/casc and www.ccpr.org.uk. 
The reason for starting the process now is so that the Inland Revenue can vet the Club Rules
ahead of the AGM so that the exact and approved wording of any changes can be before the
meeting.
This AGM needs to be on the ball otherwise an EGM could be necessary if Mendip District

Council fails to renew our rate relief for next year.  MDC have already sent us notice of termi-
nation at the end of this financial year and have been asked to reapply for the financial year
starting April 2006.

Library has a "new" PC.
Many thanks to Aidan Harrison-Wolff who donated the PC.  Unlike the old computer the new

one has sufficient power and storage to allow images to be stored.

Club Handbook Editor Required
The Club Handbook has been revised and brought up to date.  The idea is to issue clipped

into a folder printed for the purpose.  The clip can be released so that pages can be added or
substituted.  Thereby, as the Handbook is revised, only those pages that have changed need
to be issued.  The latest version of the Handbook is available in the members area of the web-
site.

As a consequence there is a new, but not particularly onerous job of keeping the Handbook
up to date.  The Committee are looking for an eager volunteer to step forward.  Could it be
you? 

Issuing Member Keys
Members are reminded that they should not normaly issue any keys to guests or visitors. In

particular they should not issue any of the member keys kept in the tackle store to non-mem-
bers.  There are two reasons.  Primarily because the members keys are for members.  But
also because there are procedures imposed upon us by the relevant access controlling bod-
ies and only those persons inducted for issuing keys should do so.

Training Officer
The Training Officer has said that he will organise training events in response to demand.

Possible topics include but are not limited to Ladder & Lifeline, Basic SRT, Self Rescue
Techniques, Underground Photography, Surveying. If you would like to brush up your skills
please contact the Training Officer, Les Williams
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The club welcomes the following new members;

Jacky Ankerman
48 Deverill Road, Warminster, Wiltshire,BA12 9QR. 01985
212690
jacky.ankerman@blueyonder.co.uk
James John Hume
2 Kestrel Court, Alton, Hampshire, GU34 2LW. 01420
549643. jhume@mercury.com
Diana Green    
The Old Smithy, High Street, Dameaham, Nr Fordingbridge,
Hants SP6 3EU.01725 518412    
greennutrition@btinternet.com
Clive Westlake 
25 Cross Street, Kettlebrook, Tamworth, Staffordshire 
B77 1AS. 01827 60929       
westlake@glowinternet.net
Mark Lansdown
Dairy House, Smoerleaze, Wookey, Somerset BA5 1JU
01749 672 819
Richard Carey    
Hamleaze, Old Bristol Road, Keynsham, Bristol BS31 2AA.
0117 9860 945    
richardmcarey@tiscali.co.uk
Stephen John Burchmore
64 Summerhays, Great Linford, Milton Keynes,MK14 5EX.
01908 668334
caroline@cardoug.fsnet.co.uk
Jane Whittaker    
4 Henley Lane,Wookey, Wells BA5 1JN. 01749 670 768
Elaine Peck     
13 Lovelace Road, East Barnet, Herts EN4 8EA. 
0208 361 1290    
elaine.peck@btopenworld.com
Joe Candy 
Honeywood,Downsway, Guildford,Surrey GU1 2YA. 
01483 573 193   
joecandy1952-wessex@yahoo.co.uk
Bill Burroughs
30 West Way, Bournmouth, BH9 3ED
Catriona Daynes  
4 Hartland Tavistock Road, Worle, Weston Super Mare
BS22 6LS       
Caroline Douglas
64 Summerhays, Great Linford, Milton Keynes,MK14 5EX.
01908 668334
caroline@cardoug.fsnet.co.uk

Club News cont....

Sales

The Sales Officer now has
Wessex Wallets available for
sale.  Contact her on 01179
713975 or e-mail:
christine_grosart@yahoo.co.
uk

Lost Kit
Some personal caving

clothing (including a furry
suit) was removed from
Upper Pitts recently, believed
to be stolen.  Keep an eye on
your valuables.

Rescue Practice
This years club rescue prac-

tice will be held on Staurday
30th July.  Anyone interested
should meet at Upper Pitts at
10am

Mike Duck
It is with sadness I have to
report the death of Mike
Duck, more commonly
known as “Quakers”.  A past
Wessex member for many
years “Quakers” was a true
Mendip character.  He was
closely involved in the Lost
Cave project at Cheddar dur-
ing the 1980’s and 90’s,  the
“Duck Pond’s” at the end of
Bishop’s Palace being
named after him.  
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Eastwater - Backwards And Feet First
Kevin Hilton

"Its gone, it's gone, its gone!"  Phil was on the phone.  He had finally made the connection.
Mortons pot had broken through to the West End. "When can you guys come up - you need
to be on the trip."  And so the date was set for the 17th October to do the first round trip going
down into the West End and coming out via Mortons Pot.  

Four of us made the first trip with Tony Jarret joining Mad Phil, Emsy and myself.  For those
who have not visited Eastwater the entrance drops down into a boulder ruckle.  There is a tat
line down through that marks out the route but I would swear that I have never been the same
way twice!  Leaving the boulder ruckle about 2/3rds down the quick way on is through the
woggle press, round through the boulder chamber and into the canyon.  Up onto your back
and slide….the most fun part of the trip…..lasting a mere two seconds.  Onto the crossroads,
hang a left, down dolphin chimney, down the pitch and then stop for a quick breather.  Here
the cave is well travelled with shiny worn rock and compacted mud floors.  

The route through to the west end travels over the top of 13 pots, round Soho and down
through Greek Street passing the turning off to Regents Street on the way.  The going is fair-
ly easy - mostly crawling but not too constricted.  At the top of Gladmans is the first taster of
the obstacles to come.  You drop feet first into a narrow rift that then goes on to open out into
the shaft itself.  Easy on the way down…  Gladmans shaft itself is a nice dry roomy rift with
the ladder lying against one wall.  The route on climbs up to a small squeeze and then drops
into relatively spacious (spacious for Eastwater - I wouldn't swing a cat) passage that soon
closes down.  We were approaching the top of Lolly Pot but first a squeeze.  I always think of
this as the first obstacle on the way in.  The squeeze is key hole shaped and about two body

MadPhil in the Technical Master Piece. Photo:K.Hilton
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lengths long.  The route through follows the shaft of the key and dropping into the narrow rift
underneath is to be avoided at all costs.

Lolly Pot is a fine elliptical shaft with a free hanging ladder.  The walls are incredibly black
and there is usually a small stream - enough to make anyone travelling on into the cave a lit-
tle damp.  Another small ladder drop and the passage passes down through digging bags tes-
tament to the effort that went in to opening up the route through to the West End.  And then
the crawling and the mud begin in earnest.  A muddy tube leads up to the ducks in Blackwall

Tunnel.  A tight
squeeze in and then
headfirst into the water.
There is one stal to
hook an arm around if
you want to try and stay
dry but the quick way is
just to plough straight
through. 

Charing Cross imme-
diately after the ducks
is a chance for another
breather and a regroup.
We had a brief chat
while the steam drifted
off our suits and the
mud dripped onto the
floor.  The question that
was unanswered was
whether any bailing
would be needed at
Waterloo.  There had
been a bit of a draft at
the ducks so we were
hoping for an easy pas-
sage.  There is a brief
stretch of walking on
the way to Waterloo
which is always enjoy-
able.  The passage
passes the cricket ball
stal (which looks more
like a golf ball sitting on
a tee than a cricket

ball) and runs over the top of the chamber of horrors before a small tube on the right marks
the start of Waterloo.

Waterloo is a muddy U tube that has a tendency to fill with water.  One person slides down
to the water - everybody else waits out in the main passage.  A red drum is hauled down to
the water by the person doing the bailing and then this is hauled out again by everybody else
in the main passage.  Bailing is done with your lid.  We were lucky and very little bailing was
required.  The other side of the U tube is just as steep and muddy as the entrance but now
you are also wet from passing through the puddle.  My best technique so far is to flail around
like a fish out of water much to the amusement of Phil and Em.

MadPhil surveying in the Technical Master Piece      Photo:K.Hilton
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A few steps and then another squeeze - Never-Hurry-A-Murry.  Quite easy to slip down but
much more fun on the way back out.  The passage then becomes a bit squalid (even for
Eastwater) and a series of ducks have to be negotiated.  Lips brush the ceiling whilst cold
muddy water floods down your neck.  But we are nearly at the current end of the cave. This
is Southbank.

We were keen to show Tony our dam so we went down to the terminal sump.  This will be
the site of more work when the summer rolls around.  After a quick snack we headed up to
the start of Lambeth Walk.  This passage is low and slopes steeply up hill.  When wet and
covered in mud one foot slipping can see precious meters lost as you start to slide back
down…

And then we arrived at the start of the Technical Master Piece.  Phil's breakthrough is half
way up Lambeth Walk.  The cave instantly changes character.  This is fresh and un-travelled
passage.  The walls are sharp and jagged grasping at passing clothing and snagging tackle
bags and kit.  Most of the passage is clean washed.  There is very little mud.

Phil was first in and way ahead of the rest of us.  This was his home territory.  Em followed
with Tony next and myself at the back.  Once you start the Technical Master Piece there are
only very few occasions to actually pass somebody and turning round is a complicated and
time consuming business.

The passage starts comfortably with a squeeze into a rift that enables you to swing your legs
down.  There is even some stal.  However things do tighten up.  Shortly after entering comes
an upward corkscrew squeeze.  Here Tony started to swear at Phil.  At one point he even took
a lump hammer to some of the more obtrusive pieces of rock.  Both Em and I knew what to
expect but for Tony this was completely new. 

Comrade Commandant Lieutenant General Tony Jarret 
congratulating MadPhil Photo:K.Hilton
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The Technical Master Piece trends up hill and after passing through a round rock window
becomes Pointless Pots Passage.  With the exception of the pots on the way it is narrow but
fairly deep - typically two meters.  However as the rift is very immature this slows progress
down enormously.  You constantly have to change level or decide which gap you are going to
thread your body through next.  Most of the gaps are two narrow.  Some of the gaps are high
in the rift meaning that your feet are balanced precariously on ledges whilst your body is
entering the next squeeze.  I have never left a trip down here yet without a good collection of
bruises.

However the passage is not unrelenting and it does become less sinuous as you work your
way up.  Suddenly smooth rock and a low crawl brings you out into the bottom of the second
pitch in Mortons Pot.  We were on the home straight.  Both the pitches are free climable and
the route up into the bottom of the boulder chamber is a shear pleasure.

Ten minutes later we were on the surface.  Tony provided champagne and we celebrated the
success of everybody who had contributed to the connection of Mortons Pot with the West
End.

Is it worth doing?  Absolutely.  It is definitely not a place to be in wet weather and it is a seri-
ous undertaking.  A quick trip to just beyond the bottom of Mortons pot is a good taster and it
will soon tell you if you are going to fit in the passage lower down.

As for the title to this article - well you'll know when you go down Mortons Pot for the first
time…. 

Credits

Thanks must go to MadPhil for all the work that he and everyone else has put into connect-
ing Mortons Pot to the West End.  The development of the connection will be the subject of a
separate article to be written by MadPhil.

The Eastwater Appreciation Society
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Brookman’s Quarry Mine
Garth Weston

Brookman's quarry lies just north of the Costwold village of Tormarton, in a small wood, close
to junction 18 of the M4 motorway.

The stone is a creamy/buff oolitic limestone from the Jurassic period and very similar to Bath
stone, laying in
shallow beds
typical of the
Cotswolds.  It
appears to have
been worked in
at least two dis-
tinct periods
with evidence of
recent trials
(core drilling) to
determine the
depth of good
stone below the
current floor.
The first period,
before 1900
used "Jads and
Levers" to
remove the
stone leaving
very irregular
pillars.  In the
second period
perhaps as late
as the 1950s
saws were used
to rob the pil-
lars.
It is unusual for

a mine of this
size to have had
more than one
entrance, partic-
ularly as they
are all in one
area and this
suggests more
than two peri-
ods of occupation and ownership, supplying stone for a very local sporadic demand.

The roof of "Forest Marble" is good with only one small area of collapse, in what is a very
clean mine, it could almost be a museum piece and that is its charm, because of course that
is exactly what it is.
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MRO Anunual Report
Edited by Phil Hendy

Following the landmark year of2003 when zero underground incidents occurred, this low level
trend has continued into 2004.  Only one event involving cavers was attended, although the
call to a Show Cave for a member of the public was a first.
Our activities above ground on a surface search in the Great Elm area were commended by
the Police and much appreciated by the family of the victim.  The end result, the finding of a
dead body, was however sad for all concerned.  In memory of the deceased donations of
£1200 plus were made to the MRO funds. Our sincere gratitude and condolences are extend-
ed to the family and friends of Roger Foster who lost his life by drowning in the Mells River.
Members of the search team attended the funeral representing the MRO .
Mendip will be the venue for the forthcoming 2005 British Cave Rescue Council Conference.
The last event held at Eastwater Farm 10 years ago was a great success and it is intended
to follow a similar format.  The conference will be centred in a tented village with various train-
ing events an' workshops arranged over the whole of the weekend.  The 2005 Conference will
be an event not to be missed all will have the opportunity to practice their rescue techniques,
have a great social gathering and for the competitive the rescue stretcher race.

The financial position of the Organization is stable.  Richard Chant has again given his time
to inspect the accounts and I personally thank him for his contribution.  General admin
expenses are high this year relative to the previous, this is due to the production of the MRO
leaflets.  Equipment expenditure is the largest expenditure, as it should be. A new Short Slix
stretcher has been purchased at a cost of£635. Looking forward, I am aware of a number of
receipts to the accounts that will occur in early 2005, which will add to an already healthy bal-
ance.  We should now consider further new/replacement equipment purchases to generally
upgrade the MRO resources.

R J Cork
Ron Secretary & Treasurer March 05

Incident Report 2004
Summary
Day Date Location Problem
Saturday 28th February 2004 Swildon's Hole Knee Injury
Saturday 4th September 2004 Wookey Hole Leg Injury
Sunday/Monday 24/25th October 2004 Great Elm and Mells area Surface Search

Details

Swildons Hole Saturday: 28th February 2004
Alan Butcher received a call via Brian Prewer at 19:00.  The 999 caller, Duncan Butler
(Reading University CC) was contacted; he reported that his party had came across a female
casualty with a suspected knee injury, below the 20ft ladder pitch.  Dany Bradshaw and Mad
Phil entered the cave at 19:25.  Richard West arrived on the Green shortly after and Alison
Moody followed down the cave at 19:35pm with the Molefone and Entonox. Matthew Butcher
and Andy Rumming took in a first aid and hot air kit.  Bob Cork and Mark Helmore entered
the cave at 19:45 with hauling kit and splints. Brian Prewer and Phil Hendy set up a surface
Heyfone. Further cavers were stood by at the Belfry & Wessex.
Surface contact with underground team was established at 19:55.  The casualty was report-
ed to be at the water chamber and making progress under her own steam.  At 20.20 the casu-
alty was at Jacobs ladder and finally arrived at the entrance at 20.50pm.
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The casualty was transferred to an ambulance on the green at 21.00 and operations were
stood down.

Wookey Hole - Saturday 4th September 2004
Tony Jarratt received a call from the police at 16.30.  He was informed that a member of the
public had slipped and fallen in the show cave and was suffering from a suspected broken
leg.  The ambulance service had been called and after initially treating the casualty and
accessing the situation had requested the assistance of the MRO.  The main driver for this
was concern regarding health and safety problems in transporting a standard stretcher chair
on the slippery metal steps.  Tony Jarratt, Rich West, Bob Cork, Dany Bradshaw and Graham
Johnson attended and were supported on surface by Fiona Crozier, Bob Lovington and Lee
Stackett. The patient was transferred from a wheelchair to a Paraguard stretcher and rapidly
evacuated from the cave. The rescue was completed in less than 15 minutes and must qual-
ify as the MRO's quickest underground rescue ever.

Surface Search - Sunday/Monday 24th/25th October 2004
Sunday- Call received at 19.55 from inspector Peter Rowe requesting assistance with a
search for a missing person.  Dany Bradshaw, Vern & Rosie Freeman, Nigel Taylor, Tony
Jarratt, Keith Fielder, Ivan Sandford and Rich West were called and proceeded to Hapsford
Quarry social club to meet with the police.
A 52 year old male had been reported missing; last seen 23.30 Saturday 23rd October out-
side the social club but had failed to return home in the interim period.  Under the direction of
search manager, the MRO searched the Mells footpath upstream from the quarry towards
Great Elm but no trace of the MP was found. Search adjourned at 00.30.
Monday - At the request of inspector Kevin Instance the MRO attended to resume searching.
Bob Cork, Dany Bradshaw, Vern Freeman, Nigel Taylor, Graham & Christine Price and Rich
West attended. A second more detailed search of the Mells River upstream of Hapsford was
undertaken but nothing found.  The MRO team suggested that a river level search by
canoeists would be advantageous.  Chris Harvey was contacted who in turn contacted Neil
and Pam Dickson.  The canoeists arrived at 14.30 and commenced a search downstream
from Great Elm. MRO team continued to search area immediately downstream of Hapsford
Road Bridge and Fordbury bottom.
16.15 walking team and canoeists regroup at Hapsford social club and start second search
downstream towards confluence of the rivers Mells and Frome.
17.00 Christine Price located a body suspended by its clothing from a branch of a tree in mid-
stream, she was immediately joined by GP, NT and the 3 canoeists.  The unfortunate individ-
ual was obviously deceased and the scene was secured and police informed via MRO radio.
18.00 Police request MRO to secure the body to prevent it possible falling and being lost in
the river. Dany Bradshaw assisted by Vern Freeman and Rich West attached a line and
lashed the body to the tree.  19.30 Search closed down.

R J Cork 
March 2004
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Library Additions
as of Phil Hendy

Recent Additions to the Library 
As at 4 April 2005

Chelsea S.S. N/L 47, 2, 3 (Feb, Mar 05)
Descent 182, 183 (Feb, Apr/May 05) (Plenty of Mendip news)
Irish Speleology (J. Speleological Union of Ireland) No. 13 (1989)
NSS News 63, 1, 2 (Jan, Feb 05)
Soc. Spel. De Wallonie (Belgium) Regards.  58 (Jan/Feb 05)
SUI / Irish CRO 'Underground' 62 (Winter 2004)
White Rose P.C. N/L 23, 4 (Dec 04)

Eyre J. (1981) The Cave Explorers (Donated R. Witcombe)
Secret Underground [ITV West programmes] - Video tape set (Donated by D. Irwin)
- DVD (Donated by G. Newman)

Exchange of Duplicates with Earby Pothole Club:
British Association of Caving Instructor. Bulletin Vol. 2 No. 4 (Spring 1977)
Cave Rescue Organisation. Rescues.  (1985, 86, 88, 90-94, 97-2000, 2003)
Cave Research Group. Index to Newsletters.  (1947-71, 1972-73)
Council of Northern Caving Clubs.  Northern Caving. (1979, 1985)
Northern Pennine Club. Jnl. Vol. 3 No. 2 (Summer 67)
White Rose Pothole Club.  40 Years Journal (1954 - 1994)
Yorkshire Underground Research Team.  Report 2. (Sep 70)

Mendip Exploration

Fairy Cave Quarry
Phil Hendy and Adrian Vanderplank are digging a new site, Buddleia Hole, halfway up the
quarry face.  They have been assisted by Brian Prewer and Tommo.  Spits have been drilled
into the rock, allowing access by ladder, thereby avoiding the original route involving an abseil
from the top of the quarry.  An ascending crawl running parallel to the face and 4m long, has
a strong draught from a narrow rift at the end, but the way on appears to be below this, in a
mud-filled pit.  Progress is slow, but spoil disposal is easy!

Templeton
Following the Great Skip Disaster, repairs have been made and progress continues.  Interest
is focused on a 4m shaft which opened up at the south end.  Currently too tight to dig (and in
loose fill) the main floor is being lowered to allow access to this, and the rift at the north end.

Wookey Hole
Mike Thomas & Jon Beal have undertaken a large number of dives to establish a platform in
Edmunds Rift.  The plan is to use the platform as a base from which to start climbing the rift
and push a known passage at the top of it.  Work should soon be completed on the platform
and then climbing can commence.
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Extracts from the Upper Pitts Logbook
Brian Prewer

2.1.05 Box Stone Mines Super Troupers - Phil H, Jude, Adrian,
Grumpy (BP) [not BEP], Nigel,
Bobby Baby, Marion & Barry Wilks & Sheila

Preparatory coffee at Bob's. Then through Jack's Workings to the Art Gallery & beyond.
Abandoned Sheila in the care of Barry & Marion, then Brian & Bob turned round & led out.
Phil, Nigel, & Jude went on through Rem's Crawl to the Cathedral, then out via the Back Door.
Revived with tea & Christmas cake at Bob's. Thanks Golly.

3.1.05 Swildon's -
Maypole Aven A l i ,
Jude, Rich & Nik Nak
Return trip following the
bang we did two weeks
ago. Lots of spoil, but
unfortunately another
bang will be needed to
break through to
Terminus Chamber.

3.1.05 Wheal
Templeton Nigel G,
Phil H, Jon, Elaine &
Hugh
Steady floor lowering at
the 15-fathom level
where Mine Captain
Morrison has started to
install the next staging.
The North End crew
were demolishing boul-
ders choking the rift,
whilst the Southern
Enders uncovered
more of the ledge. The
N end is noticeably dry
- the boulders are even
clean - whilst the S end
is glutinous mud with
lots of clasts from boul-
ders down to small,
rounded, sandstone
cobbles. Fortunately
flooding is not a prob-
lem, as enquiries to
pump-engine builders
Hayle, Harvey & Co
have so far drawn a
blank. Your correspon-
dent expressed hope

Adrian V-P in Hillier’s. Photo. G.  Ballard
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that the Christmas illuminations in the climbing-shaft have been recorded for posterity, using
Mr Fox-Talbot's process. (Yes, they have Nigel).

8.1.05 Hillier's to Fairy Geoff B, Helen Rider & Nik Nak
Helen's first duck & through trip. A gentle stroll followed by a few pints in the Oakhill Inn.

9.1.05 Swildon's 9 Jon Beal & Mike Thomas
Trip to show Jon the delights of 7 to 9 ready for a photo trip with Clive Westlake in two weeks.
Jon stopped dreaming of tits & legs for few seconds in Sump 5 when the diver had a moment
with the line & a regulator not giving air! Lots of small swimming things in me now! (JB).

9.1.05 Swildon's - Desolation Row Phill Short, Greg Brock & Nik Nak
JRat said -"It's f**king horrible, a bastard, don't go there!" He's right!

9.1.05 Priddy Green Sink Kev & Em
A survey trip for the Swildon's book, then a 'pull-through' - 9 hours. Still stinking!

15.1.05 Hogwarts Quidditch Match in Goatchurch Assorted Wizards etc
A motley collection of Wessex Wizards assembled at the Rock of Ages car park, after appa-
rating in Rock of Ages with the use of Floo powder or merely arriving in disguised Ford
Anglias. They then mounted their Nimbus 2000s but Dark Arts ensured that they were unable
to lift off so all had to walk to the Cave of the Sacred Goats. The Muggles were amazed.
Amongst the Wizards we espied Mr & Mrs Weasley, two Fluffies, a spider, some Dementors,
Lucius Malfoy, Hagrid & his brother ('Hogrud') & many Howarts students including our heroes,
Ron Weasley, Hermione Granger & of course Harry Potter. Control was kept by the staff,
including Prof McGonigall & Prof Moony.
Passing the baleful gaze of the Dementors at the entrance, the school made their way to the
Chamber of Secrets & explored the netherworld for trophies. These included bats, frogs,

Geoff Ballard in the Upstream Duck. Hillier’s/Fairy Photo. A. Vanderplank
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whomping willows, snakes & of course Golden Snitches.
After a while we assembled again in the Chamber of Secrets for a midnight feast washed
down with butter-beer of a fiery gingery nature. Amusement was had when a monster
essayed a tight squeeze, only to be rescued by Hermione, who made it shed its outer skin in
order to pass the constriction. Trophies were counted & displayed. Slytherin was judged to
have won the Quidditch match by a large margin, but Dolores Umbridge & Cornelius Fudge
of the Ministry of Magic heard an appeal, where they found that Slytherin was to be disquali-
fied due to the inappropriate use of Dark Arts.
The school returned to Hogwarts but the house elves were left behind to restore the cave to
normal, including the removal of many discarded Muggle artefacts.
Back at Hogwarts the school learned from Dolores Umbridge that it had failed OFSTIM
inspection due to poorly maintained broomsticks & poorly charged wands. It was too late,
however for the second feast to be cancelled. Later the school were given an evening holiday
& returned to Hogmeade where they played the Muggle game of skittles in the Three
Broomsticks.
To complete the evening a barrel of beer was supplied by Mr & Mrs Weasley in the Griffindor
Common Room, to celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary.

18.1.05 Goatchurch (Cave of the Sacred Goats) Geoff B, Nik Nak, Jude VdP
Ali & Rich C

Trip to find various objects (spiders, owls & snitches) that had escaped capture on Saturday.

19.1.05 Swildon's 4 Ali M, Jude & Adrian VdP & Rich Carey
Trip to inspect the passage in the roof of the bedding chamber above the Four Dig for the
book description. Interesting thrutch up a slippery rift to enter this passage & then about 12m
of fairly small tube with a squeeze where it ascends steeply & becomes too tight. No real dig-
ging prospects & doesn't seem to be associated with Watergate.

21.1.05 Stone Mines near Acton Turville Weston Bros
Investigated two stone mines north of the M4 near Acton Turville. One entrance filled, the
other mine was photographed, explored & a survey started. An interesting small mine with a
few artefacts from late 1800s.
We had an interesting chat with Mark at the Quarryman's Arms later. It seems that Hanson
workers are investigating taking stone out of Clift Workings again. They have been seen going
in & out of the steel door.

22.1.05 Swildon's - Sump 12 Clive W, Mike T, John B, Kev & Em
The trip was to help Clive take photos for the Swildon's book. Excellent fun. Sump 6 & 9 are
much more grovelly than expected (Em). Luckily 9 was larger than expected so my fat a**e
fitted through OK (JB). Thanks for showing us around guys. (Kev)

22.1.05 Swildon's - Damp Link Ali M, Nik Nak & Rich Carey
Trip to complete the description of odds & sods from Swildon's Five to Nine. Tumbledown Dig
(Swildon's Five) looks interesting & is a mud-choked tube with an airspace over the top. It is
obviously a continuation of the passage at the top of Jubilee Aven. In Swildon's Seven we
achieved a good vocal connection between Nik Nak's dig in the Second Boulder Chamber &
the boulder pile in the side passage off the First Boulder Chamber. The rope hanging out of
the roof just before Sump VII does not seem to go up to anything of significance - just a muddy
2m climb from the top of the rope to a tight ascending passage. Also went through the duck
leading to Sump VIII - well impressed with the size of the passage - a high rift before the
sump. The holes in the roof at the top of the muddy slope in this area probably link with the
descending passages in Badlands. We also found that the duck could be bypassed by a key-
hole shaped rift in the left-hand wall about 3m upstream of the duck. The day was completed
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by a trip out through the Damp Link to check some points for the book. The stream that flows
out of the Damp Link was similar in size to the one flowing down the blind pot between
Candy's Calamity & Shatter Chamber. Eventually exited the cave at 9.30pm, into a white
world, after a 10½ hours trip! Excellent trip, a real pink & fluffy experience.

23.1.05 Priddy Green Sink Kev & Em
Trip to carry on with the survey. Huge flow of meltwater was thundering down the entrance.
Kev built a large snowball & managed to block up the drainpipe just long enough for us to get
through the unpleasantness & into the first dry chamber. Clitoris Crawl is a pig to survey (as
expected), guess we'll be going back in the very near future then!

23.1.05 Swildon's - To the 20' Pauline, Kathy & Big Stu
Set off over snow clad fields. Rushing water from the entrance to Jacob's Ladder. Here we
came to a halt. Met a group who were exhausted, cold, ill-equipped with some in summer
boots! A Scout leader had difficulty in getting up Jacob's Ladder - severe panic attack, leav-
ing his party of young Scouts at the bottom. Stu calmed him down & led him out, followed by
a 14 year old girl, the 'assistant leader', who was very cold & frightened. She also followed
Stu out.
Kathy & I got to the bottom of J Ladder & met another party - 2nd lot of Scouts - who had split
up from the 1st lot unaware of the situation. We let them go on up - Kathy & I waited for Stu
to return - seemed forever. We carried on the waterfall (8' Drop) & I (Pauline) decided to call
it a day - the power of the water looked too much however, Stu became a human plug & held
back the water to allow us time to get down. Once he released the plug Kathy & I got a
drenching. We continued to the 20' where we met more youngsters who were cold, crying &
not moving. Eventually they moved out slowly. Stu de-rigged the ladder for Alison (see Alison's
Damp Link trip 22.1.05). Had a bit of trouble getting back up the waterfall but Stu plugged it
again. Snow still about - sunny & freezing.

28.1.05 Swildon's - To Sump II & Mud Sump Mike Wooding & Ali M
Very pleasant warm-up trip before Priddy Green Sink tomorrow. Also checked the Mud Sump
- not much air-space so will exit via the Troubles tomorrow.

29.1.05 Priddy Green Sink to Swildon's Round Trip Nik Nak, Rich Carey,
Noel Cleeve, Mike Wooding, & Ali M

This trip was basically the process of dotting the "Is" & crossing the "Ts" of parts of Swildon's
book project. In via PGS, down to Four, out via the Troubles & Sump I We encountered Kev
& Em in PGS above the junction but we (i.e. Nik Nak) rigged & pulled-through independent-
ly. For Noel & Mike this completed the PGS to Cowsh link which they hadn't done before.

29.1.05 Templeton Phil H, John Hill, Tuska,
Jim Young, Dave Speed & Prew

A new hydraulic winch was tested but needs modification by Dave Speed in his workshop.
With more cable we can keep running the skip to the bottom of the dig, however some rock
will need removing to allow the rails to be extended. The 3rd level platform is now at 82' with
the deepest part of the dig at 93'.

29.1.05 Priddy Green Sink to Swildon's Kev & Em
Another trip to carry on with the survey. We've now got to Ken's Crawl, so not too far to go
now. Exit via the Troubles owing to Ali's ingenious email in the mud signal system meaning
that the Mud Sump was probably closed. Ten hours in total.

30.1.05 Crook's Hole Dig Bob S & Aubrey N
Aubrey came over to Crook's on Sunday evening to pop the three shot holes Steve had drilled
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recently. Two metres of cord were used  - it was a bit more than a pop & shortly after there
was either an echo above ground or a rumble underground.

2.2.05 Crook's Hole Dig Bob S, Carmen & Steve
No caverns of great size, but a lot of rock. One piece Steve tied on & the winch with all its bal-
last tried to go down the hole.

2.2.05 New Dig - Whitetown Farm Bob S & Paula R
A possible extra dig at Whitetown Farm in the field next to St Luke's. There is a depression
with scrap metal, a small rock face & a hawthorn tree - all good signs. Had a look at it last
year. This time an all day look with the bank being dug away & the scrap cleared away from
the rock face. Shifted a lot of dirt. The rock has a layer of red ochre & crystals over some of
it. It looks promising as a summer dig alongside Crook's Hole. Nice spot for a BBQ so we had
one - it was the first of the year.

5.2.05 Pinetree Pot Christine G & Helen Rider
Muddy damp trip to this unfrequented cave. Rigged both pitched on ladder & wallowed off in
deep mud to find the bypass, Easy Street & Moonlight Grotto. Quite pretty but a bugger to get
into. 40ft ladder climb to finish off.
PS - The MCG were very helpful & hospitable & even offered us a cup of tea! No difficulty
obtaining the key - just a £10 deposit & make sure someone is around later.

5.2.05 OFD Ken Dawe, Joe Candy, John Hurst,
Alistair Gorden (CPC) & Noel Cleeve

Wessex Geriatric Group OFD outing. We hoped to get into OFD3 and possibly up to Smiths
Armoury, but either underestimated the time, or overestimated our speed (or both). We had
minimal route-finding delays but reached the traverses too close to our turn-round time to con-
tinue. We got back to Salubrious quite quickly, so did a swift bimble down the Maypole into
OFD2 so that Joe and John could just get a taste of the streamway. Neither had been into
OFD at all before. Out after 7½ reasonably strenuous (for us) hours. On the way out we met
the Andy Morse family. Pretty impressive to see Andy's parents enjoying OFD! All in all despite
failing to reach OFD3, a most enjoyable trip. (NC) 
Incidentally, it was good to have Joe Candy along for his first proper Wessex trip since rejoin-
ing the club. He is impressively fit, but protests that he doesn't do climbing or heights. I think
we can add the word "Yet" to his protests and he coped just fine with the climbing in OFD. 

12.2.05 Priddy Green Sink Kev & Em
Final survey trip. Very drippy in PGS. Four streamway was quick flowing. Finally came across
Lawrence the Leech resting on a ledge above the final drop. 11 hours in total. Out via Mud
Sump. (Small air space
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Club Diary

April
23rd-8th May Scotland - Grampian Hut and the Isle of Skye

Please contact Dave Meredith for further Information 
May
7th CSCC AGM.  Hunters Lodge 10.30am

June
4th Committee Meeting
10th-26th Pink & Fluffy France Holiday (see page 25 for details)
17-19th Forest 2005 (Forest of Dean Symposium)

July
1st-3rd BCRC Cave Rescue Conference 
23rd Committee Meeting
30th Club Rescue Practice

DRT Is No Longer A Threat

The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) sort to apply the Working At Heights Directive reg-
ulations to caving and climbing. The regulations were designed for workmen and completely
inappropriate to adventure activities. For example two ropes were to be used on every
pitch, a method dubbed DRT (double rope technique), a method that undermines the
proven technique of SRT.  The BCA along with other adventure activity bodies has lobbied
the Government hard.  That effort has finally paid off and the National Governing Bodies will
continue to set the safety standards rather than the HSE. This is confirmed in a press
release issued by the Health and Safety Commission on the 17th March.  To quote "The
Regulations will apply to all work at height where there is a risk of a fall liable to cause per-
sonal injury. They place duties on employers, the self-employed, and any person that con-
trols the work of others to the extent of their control (for example facilities managers or
building owners who may contract others to work at height). The Regulations will not apply
to the provision of instruction or leadership in caving or climbing by way of sport, recreation,
team building or similar activities"  Particular thanks should go to Tom Redfern who has rep-
resented the BCA in these tortuous negotiations.


